
Formula Neon Launches Neon F1 Racing Track
Info Arts Pre-booking

Formula Neon offers unique Neon LED

informational artworks depicting some of

the famous MotoGP race tracks for

Formula 1 fans

UNITED STATES, July 18, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Formula 1 fans

have witnessed some of the more

daring and incredible acceleration,

competition, and historic moments

encapsulated on racing tracks, such as

the incredible overtaking show

between McLaren and Ferrari at the

Belgian Spa-Francorchamps and the

famous rivalry between Ayrton Senna

and Alain Prost at the Suzuka Grand

Prix Circuit. Every racing circuit has a

different length, corners, and challenge

level, and the people around the globe

gather to see how their favorite F1

driver overcomes these challenges to get past others and win the coveted Formula One titles.

These glowing Racetracks by Formula Neon celebrate the top 22 Grand Prix Circuit and offer a

chance for F1 fans to capture the glory and exhilaration of racing on their walls. 

Spectators at the stadium and viewers at home both get to witness some of the most

magnificent automobile action on the planet at some of the world's most renowned racetracks.

In addition, their love for Formula 1 has resulted in sizable F1 merchandise ranging from sports

shoes and caps to limited edition watches and a collection of beautiful Formula 1 Neon F1 Track

Signs. For instance, FORMULA NEON designs the multi-colored LED MotoGP circuit with intricate

details so customers can enjoy a thrilling moto GP experience while supporting their favorite

team. This Neon Racing Circuit is available in wall art, multi-color LED, and stunning Info art

collections. It takes great care in crafting items that showcase the highest quality components

and cutting-edge designs and convey the excitement and prestige inherent in motorsports. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.formula-neon.com/
https://www.formula-neon.com/
https://www.formula-neon.com/


Although customers can buy

motorsport merchandise from various

online web stores, more and more

people today prefer customization,

where they can choose a Neon info art

that goes well with their interiors or

preference. These customers

appreciate online retailers who provide

different colors, glowing options, and

detailed reproductions of F1 racing

tracks. Currently accepting pre-orders

and soon to be launched on

Kickstarter, Formula Neon can be an

excellent option for someone who likes

anything but ordinary.

The website presently offers about

200,000 color options and sector maps

in different styles so that F1 lovers can

get a stunning and detailed piece of art

with a touch of class and glamor.

Moreover, F1 Neon signs are available

between 9 inches and 32 inches,

making it easier to find a size that fits

their wall, desk, or corner. 

The illuminated wallpaper designs

depicting different famous racing

tracks are made with unique

technology, which appears like a 3D-

mage in daylight and glowing Neon

info art at night. In addition, some

manufacturers like Formula Neon

apply special LED coatings to their F1

Grand Prix wallpapers, resulting in

stunning sector maps and futuristic

style.

Neon F1 track sculptures create a

spectacular aura and vibe enjoyed by motorsport lovers worldwide. Sports bars, cafes, and

restaurants often decorate their walls with these Neon motorsport images to attract young fans

and motorsport lovers. Those who want the same atmosphere at home can also light up their

rooms with these illuminated racing track signs by purchasing from online retailers like Formula

https://www.formula-neon.com/


Neon. In addition, people can use Neon F1 Track as a photo backdrop to brighten up a gloomy

nook or to jazz up the living space, man cave, or workplace.

Finding F1 Grand Prix Neon signs at a reasonable price can be challenging for some buyers. For

instance, a 15-inch Neon F1 Monaco Track can cost about $130, whereas a 35-inch can be more

than $230. However, there are ways to find a favorite info art without spending a fortune. For

example, Formula Neon is currently running an online Super Early Bird campaign, and those who

register before the launch can receive discounts of up to 60%. 

About Formula Neon

FORMULA NEON is an upcoming motorsport merchandising platform. In-house designers and a

sophisticated production method enable the company to replicate F1 race tracks in various sizes

and colors accurately. The thrill and splendor of racing are captured in its Neon Formula One

arts, which are created using only the highest quality materials and cutting-edge techniques.

FORMULA NEON is pursuing a goal to become a brand that motorsports enthusiasts associate

with excellence.
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